NOTES:
1. (M) - FAN MOTOR LOCATION
2. HEAVIEST SECTION IS UPPER SECTION
3. MPT DENOTES MALE PIPE THREAD
   FPT DENOTES FEMALE PIPE THREAD
   BFW DENOTES BEVELED FOR WELDING
   GVD DENOTES GROOVED
   FLG DENOTES FLANGE
4. *UNIT WEIGHT DOES NOT INCLUDE
   ACCESSORIES (SEE ACCESSORY DRAWINGS)
5. MAKE-UP WATER PRESSURE
   20 psi MIN [137 kPa], 50 psi MAX [344 kPa]
6. 3/4" [19MM] DIA. MOUNTING HOLES. REFER TO
   RECOMMENDED STEEL SUPPORT DRAWING.
7. DIMENSIONS LISTED AS FOLLOWS:
   ENGLISH FT-IN
   [METRIC] [mm]

---

Evapco, Inc.

COOLING TOWER

Model # AT 110-2112

Scale NTS

Dwg. # T3TM1224-DRD-ST

Serial #

Date 7/22/2020

---

Notes:
- Operating Weight 11580 lbs + [5255] kg +
- Shipping Weight 6620 lbs + [3005] kg +
- Heaviest Section Weight 4200 lbs + [1910] kg +
- No. of Shipping Sections 2

Drawn by: JLG
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